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Abstract 

Within a very short timeframe, mobile devices have become an intrinsic part of everyday 

life.  The versatility of the devices is driven by a process which allows users to run 

mobile apps to perform tasks.  The majority of mobile content today is consumed 

through custom built native apps.  Web apps, although popular in the desktop 

environment, have never enjoyed the same success in the mobile environment.  Recent 

updates to web technologies have reignited the question of the viability of web apps on 

mobile devices.  Understanding the differences, advantages and disadvantages of each 

paradigm may help in deciding if the option of web or native is the best fit for differing 

circumstances.  The goal of this paper is to investigate if web apps are a feasible 

alternative to native apps in the mobile environment.   
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Introduction 

 

Since the introduction of the first iPhone in 2007, mobile device sales have overtaken PC 

sales.  Gartner (2013) reports that sales of mobile devices, be that smartphone or 

tablet, are twice that of PC’s and growing considerably every year.  Tablet sales alone 

are expected to exceed PC sales by 2015.  Although the term “Post-PC era” was used by 

Steve Jobs in an interview in 2007 (All Things D, 2007), this comment would appear to 

be very premature as StatCounter (2013) reports over 75% of internet usage is still PC 

based.  However the growth in mobile internet usage cannot be ignored.  With the 

continued growth in sales of mobile devices we can expect that a larger proportion of the 

future internet will be mobile based. 

 

Mobile devices have two primary methods of connecting with the internet.  These 

devices can use an internet browser similar to any PC.  They also have the option to use 

native applications, shortened to apps.  Although native apps were only introduced to 

users for the first time after the launch of the first iPhone, native app usage far exceeds 

browser usage on mobile devices.  In fact, Khalaf (2013) reports that most mobile 

device users spend only 20% of their time on the device in the web browser.   

 

HTML is the language used for structuring and presenting content on the World Wide 

Web.  A new version, HTML5, is the latest standard. (W3C, 2014)  HTML5 was designed 

to deliver everything from animation to graphics, music to movies, and can also, 

importantly, be used to build complicated web applications.  With the introduction of 

HTML5 and the continued advances made in native app development, there is now a 

debate over which method of connecting a mobile device to the internet is best.  This 

paper aims to address this debate, asking if web apps are now a feasible alternative to 

native apps in the mobile environment? 

 

The first section of this paper addresses the state of the art in the mobile environment. 

It highlights the fragmentation of the mobile market and the dominance of both the 

Apple and Google platforms.  It looks at the emergence of the app as a new breed of 

software application dedicated to mobile devices.  Differences between platforms are 

highlighted, which in turn create difficulties for developing apps.  It introduces the two 

competing app paradigms, native apps and web apps.  New considerations for 

developing for mobile devices are also addressed.  Issues such as battery, screen and 

processing limitations are introduced. 
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The second section of the paper analyses specific differences between web and native 

apps.  Topics for consideration will include technical issues such as performance, device 

hardware and platform fragmentation.  It looks at the distribution models and considers 

the engineering challenges of developing both native and web apps.   

 

The third section of the paper will discuss the results of the analysis, highlighting specific 

circumstances where web apps may be a viable alternative to native apps.  Instances 

where knowledge of native app development is low and where high performance, 

discoverability and access to device hardware are not important issues prove to be 

situations where a web app is a feasible alternative.  Hybrid apps are discussed as an 

option to augment web apps with additional functionality without the need to convert to 

native app.  Hybrid frameworks give web app developers access to certain device 

hardware. Hybrid also packages the app in a native container, allowing for distribution 

on the app stores.  Finally instances where web apps are not a feasible alternative are 

discussed.  Instances where high performance is key, such as graphics intensive games, 

and where device hardware access is essential are situations where web apps are not a 

feasible alternative to native apps.      

The State of the Art 

Background 

 

The introduction of Apple’s iPhone, in 2007, heralded a significant shift in mobile 

technology. (Apple, 2007)  Although the term ‘smartphone’ dates back to the late 

nineteen nineties, earlier iterations of smart devices did not captivate mainstream 

consumers to the same extent.  Companies such as RIM enjoyed moderate success with 

their Blackberry devices which were quite popular with businesses as they provided 

secure email connections and instant messaging services for employees on the move.  

The iPhone, however, with its multi touch interface, large touchscreen and direct finger 

input captivated consumers globally.  Where previous smartphones required the use of 

buttons, keypads or stylus for input, the fluid intuitive touch interactions of the iPhone 

proved an instant hit. 

 

A year later, in 2008, Google released their first Android smartphone.  Android devices 

provided a similar interface to the iPhone, with large touchscreen interfaces and a similar 

look and feel to the Apple devices.  The market for mobile devices has expanded further 

with the introduction of tablet devices, the first Android based tablets were released in 

2008, with Apple following suit in 2010 with their first iPad.  
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Since 2007, the global market for smartphones has expanded considerably.  Gartner 

(2013) estimate the global smartphone sales for quarter three, 2013 was just over 250 

million units.  Extrapolating this figure to an annual amount means that global 

smartphone sales annually are approximately 1 billion units.  Gartner again predict that 

the global sales for tablet devices in 2014 will be over 263 million units.  Most analysts 

predict that tablet sales will overtake PC sales this year, with some forecasting over 400 

million tablet sales per year by 2016. 

 

The growth in sales of mobile devices has resulted in considerable demand for programs 

that run on these mobile devices.  When sales of mobile devices are exceeding one 

billion units per year, there are a lot of owners of these devices that wish to have 

programs available to run on their mobile devices.  

 

The term ‘app’ is used to describe these mobile programs which was derived from a 

shortening of the term ‘software application’.  Apps were originally intended to provide 

for general productivity and informational purposes.  The original iPhone also included an 

iPod app to allow users to play music.  Preinstalled Apps on most platforms included for 

example a web browser, email client, calendar, contacts book and weather information. 

   

With the initial release of the iPhone, Apple championed Web 2.0 and AJAX as the 

solution to the creation of apps for the iPhone. (Bell, 2011)  There was no option to 

develop native apps available to the development community.  Steve Jobs himself 

highlighted the ease of web development, which did not require a SDK, the security, the 

ease of updates and the existing knowledge within the development community as the 

key advantages of web apps.  Developers were left with little option as Apple seemed 

firmly intent on not granting open access to the development of native apps.   

 

Within a short few months Apple had backtracked on this plan. (Ritchie, 2010)  There 

was a backlash against Apple from the development community in relation to their 

stance on native apps.  Added to this, less than a month after the release of the iPhone, 

it had been jailbroken and the means of jailbreaking the device had been published 

online.  Jailbreaking is a method of exploiting the hardware or software of a device in 

order to gain privileged access to the operating system beyond what the platform 

developer had originally intended.  Developers flocked to develop native apps on 

jailbroken devices, all of which were unauthorised by Apple.  Apple were now in a 

situation where they were facing a backlash from the development community for not 

officially allowing native apps along with a scenario where other developers were 

proceeding to develop natively regardless of Apple’s approval.  The combination of these 
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events led to Apple changing their stance with regards to native apps and introducing a 

SDK to allow for native app development.  

 

Upon the release of the SDK, which provided tools for developing and testing native 

apps, developers started looking at innovative ways to develop new apps for smartphone 

users.  This, along with increasing consumer demand, led to a massive escalation in the 

market for apps.  New app markets emerged in many areas including mobile games, 

location based services using the device's GPS functionality and instant messaging tools. 

 The SDK changed the market significantly as it went from a situation where web apps 

were the only option to native apps proceeding to become the dominant force in mobile 

apps right up to today.  

Mobile Platforms 

 

The two most common mobile platforms are Google’s Android platform and Apple’s iOS 

platform.  As of the start of 2013, Android dominate the mobile market with 

approximately 79% of the market.  Following this is iOS with 14% of the market, 

Microsoft Windows with over 3%, Blackberry with under 3% and the remaining platforms 

getting just 1% of the market. (Gartner, 2013) These remaining platforms include 

Bada/Tizen, Sailfish OS, Firefox OS and Symbian amongst others.  

 

The Android platform is free and open source. (Android, 2014)  The source code is 

released by Google under the Apache license which allows the the software platform to 

be freely modified and distributed by device manufacturers and the open source 

community.  The platform is based on the Linux operating system.  Apple’s iOS platform 

is a proprietary system built on UNIX operating system specifications. (Apple, 2014)  

This means that Apple have complete control over the operating system platform.  

 

As each new mobile platform comes to market, developers are also introduced with a 

new platform to develop apps for.  Each of the major platforms differ from one another, 

so knowledge of one platform does not necessarily transfer to any other platform.  

Obviously basic programming knowledge transfers but beyond that each platform 

presented developers with an entirely different method of building apps.  These different 

methods included differing languages, interfaces and development tools.  When one 

considers how much the market for apps has expanded and how the platform market 

has evolved, this has presented developers with a number of challenges.  Initially 

developers were presented with the Apple platform, and because this was the only 

player in the app market at the time, developers proceeded to learn how to build apps 

on this platform.  Then Android was introduced and proceeded to overtake Apple, 
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developers were then rushing to learn this new platform as well.  It is important to note 

that these two platforms have only been around since 2007 and 2008 so these are 

relatively new platforms which developers were expected to learn in quite a short period 

of time. Microsoft Windows phones (Windows Phone, 2014) adds a third layer of required 

knowledge to the app domain, as their platform also differs from the previous two. 

 Added to this was the explosion in demand for apps on both platforms due to the 

massive growth in sales of mobile devices.  Therefore it is in developers best interest to 

work as fast as possible to keep up with the demand for apps on multiple platforms. 

 

This leaves developers in a difficult situation.  They are presented with a market divided 

into multiple platforms.  Each platform differs from one another in terms of knowledge 

required to develop native apps.  Compounding these issues is the insatiable demand for 

apps from a rapidly growing user market. 

 

This is where the renewed question of web apps arises.  Web apps are presented as a 

solution to the platform divide, providing a method of supporting each platform without 

the need to develop specifically for each platform.  Web apps also build on the pre-

existing knowledge developers have of developing for the World Wide Web.  Web apps 

are presented as an alternative to native but as of yet, we do not know if they are a 

viable alternative.   

Web Apps 

 

In order to understand web apps, we need to understand the web.  The World Wide Web 

was proposed and developed by Tim Berners-Lee at CERN between 1989 and 1991.  It is 

a system of interlinked hypertext documents accessed via the internet.  These 

documents are formatted in a markup language called HTML (HyperText Markup 

Language).  HTML provides a means of structuring the content of web pages, allowing 

for text, images, embedded objects and interactive forms. (Web Foundation, 2014)  

 

A vitally important piece of software is required to use the World Wide Web, the first of 

which was again created by Berners-Lee.  A web browser is a software application which 

reads and interprets HTML documents.  The first browser had the ability to interpret 

eighteen HTML tags, providing a very simple web compared to today.  Early 

standardisation of HTML involved the adoption of new tags which proved successful in 

browser prototypes.  As competing interests became involved it was necessary to set up 

a group, the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), to maintain and develop HTML 

standards. 
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An important concept regarding the web was that Berners-Lee made it royalty free.  He 

did not patent the idea, nor demand any royalties from the use of the idea.  No 

approvals or licenses are required.  The web became a truly open platform, available to 

be easily adopted by anyone.  There is no centralised control mechanism governing any 

set of rules or restrictions, only a few minimal standards that adopters were required to 

follow. 

 

As the web evolved, new standards were introduced.  JavaScript, introduced by the 

Netscape browser, is a client-side lightweight scripting language which runs in the 

browser.  JavaScript provides a standard mechanism for performing some computational 

work on the client, or actual device, the browser is running on.  It allows for greater user 

interaction, asynchronous communications with the web server, and the ability to 

manipulate the Document Object Model (DOM) altering the contents of the document 

displayed.   Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) also became a standard.  CSS is a style and 

presentation language.  It can be used for controlling the font, colour and layout of web 

documents.  CSS was envisioned to provide for a separation between the content of the 

web page, which is contained in the HTML, and the presentation.  It also allows for 

multiple pages to share the same presentation formatting, reducing repetition. 

 

With these new standards and technologies the web began to change.  Prior to the year 

2000, most of the web was static.  Information was presented to the user.  If the user 

wanted more information, they could follow links, if they had enough they could stop 

reading.  Web 2.0 was a term introduced by Darcy DeNucci in 1999. (DeNucci, 1999)  

This does not mean we have a second ‘version’ of the web but it heralded a change in 

how we used the web.  The web had moved on from being a passive medium to being an 

interactive medium.  More users now had the ability to create content on the web.  Web 

2.0 gave us social networking sites, blogs, wikis, video sharing sites, podcasts and web 

apps. 

 

Web 2.0 also brought us into the era of cloud computing and Software as a Service 

(SaaS).  AJAX was developed, allowing for asynchronous communications and http 

requests to be performed in the background.  This meant that the client browser could 

now communicate with the web server without the browser having to reload the entire 

page.  Users could continue to interact with the page while new data is being retrieved 

and loaded.  The page performed better for the user and it made the page seem like it 

functioned the same way as a desktop application.  Google Maps is an example of this 

process whereby the user can navigate the map by panning and zooming in or out and 

the maps gets loaded as the user interacts.  The Google Maps web page does not need 
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to refresh to respond to the users inputs, the response and the new data is automatically 

loaded into the page.  The word processor in Google docs is another example of this 

mechanism.  Once the page loads, it performs in a similar manner to any equivalent 

desktop word processor.  Functionality is limited by comparison for now, but is improving 

all the time.  Google docs is an example of SaaS.  The software and all the associated 

data is stored in the cloud.  This software is then accessed through a web browser.  As a 

result of the improvements of Web 2.0, SaaS is rapidly becoming a popular method of 

software delivery for many business functions such as Human Resources, Enterprise 

Resource Planning, Customer Relationship Management and Productivity Tools such as 

Google Docs.  This increase in server processing has led to the creation of enormous 

server farms where thousands of servers are required to maintain online services and 

provide the massive processing capacity in order to run these services. 

 

As a result of the heavy emphasis on server side processing the web browser can be 

viewed as a ‘thin-client’.  This term is derived from older mainframe systems where a 

central server provided some service to multiple terminals, where the server provided all 

the processing and computational functionality with the terminals merely presenting the 

information.  However due to the increased interactivity and reliance on JavaScript the 

browser as a client can be described as being a ‘fatter’ client, due to the amount of 

processing that is taking place within the browser as well as on the server side. 

 

At the moment, we are seeing the implementation of a new HTML standard, HTML5. 

(W3C, 2014)  This is the first major new version of HTML since HTML 4.01 in 1999.  This 

fifth version aims to increase multimedia support with the addition of support for video 

and audio playback.  It also brings improved semantics and more powerful APIs allowing 

for richer more complex applications.  For this reason HTML5 is the driving force behind 

any move towards web apps.  It is important to note that the HTML5 standard is still a 

work in progress, with a stable 5.0 recommendation due by the end of 2014.    

 

So, what are web apps?  To surmise, web apps are applications that run in a browser 

and originate from a web server.  Web apps are created in browser supported languages 

such as HTML, JavaScript and CSS. 

Native Apps 

 

A native app is a software program designed to perform some function on a given 

operating system platform.  The native application is built specifically for that platform 

alone and will not function on any other platform.  The different apps are written and 

compiled into the machine language of each specific platform.  Each platform has their 
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own programming languages and development environments.  The programming 

language used to develop native apps for iOS devices is the Objective-C language which 

is compiled into a .ipa for installation on an iOS device.  Objective C is the standard 

Apple development language as it is shared between their mobile platform iOS and their 

PC platform OSX.  For the Android platform the programming language is Java which 

incorporates many specialised classes for dealing specifically with the Android platform.  

Android apps are packaged into a .apk collection for running on Android devices. 

 

A native app is also installed directly onto the device hardware.  It may access online 

content but the primary functionality of the app is being run from code in the device 

memory.  It therefore needs to be installed on the device before it can be used.  Most 

apps are relatively lightweight pieces of software but install time can vary depending on 

the size of the download, the speed of the connection and the speed of the device.   

Android Apps 

 

Android is a Linux based operating system developed by Google and is part of the Open 

Handset Alliance which promotes open standards for mobile devices. (Android, 2014) 

 Android is currently the world’s number one platform in terms of users and devices. 

 The Google app store, called Google Play, now has over 1 millions apps available for 

download and has over 50 billion app downloads since it was launched in 2008.  Android, 

being part of the Open Handset Alliance is an open source format.  The platform itself is 

however developed in private by Google.  Upon release of the new version developed in 

private, the source code is then made freely available to the wider community.  This has 

resulted in a large developer community that enhance and extend the functionality of the 

platform.   

 

Android runs on a 32-bit ARMv7 hardware architecture platform.  Android is Linux based 

as it runs on a Linux kernel.  On top of the Linux kernel runs middleware, libraries and 

API’s primarily the C programming language with the application software running on 

Java compatible libraries.  Therefore, Android applications are written using the Java 

programming language.  This code is developed and compiled using the Android SDK 

(Software Development Kit).  This is a piece of software released for free by Google 

which provides a set of development tools for creating Android apps.  These tools 

include, tutorials, libraries, documentation, debugging and an emulator used to recreate 

usage of the app on different devices.  The Android SDK is available for Windows, Mac 

and Linux machines.  In order to restrict spamming apps and increase the quality of the 

Android apps available in the Google Play store, Google impose a one-time $25 fee to 

register as a developer to submit apps to the store.   Android phones also allow for 
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installation of non market apps, so developers have the option to not use the market as 

a method of distributing their app, if they wish to do so.      

Apple iOS apps 

 

iOS is a Unix based operating system developed by Apple. (Apple, 2014)  Originally 

developed specifically for the iPhone device, it has since been extended to support other 

Apple mobile devices such as the iPod and iPad.  The iOS app store also has over 1 

million apps available for download and has over 60 billion app downloads since it 

launched.  In contrast to Google’s open source policy, the iOS platform is a closed source 

proprietary software, that restricts anyone from modifying or distributing the software. 

 Apple also does not license iOS on any non Apple hardware. 

 

iOS runs on 64 and 32 bit ARM architectures.  iOS contains four abstraction layers.  The 

Core OS layer contains low level features and the kernel.  The Core Services layer 

provide fundamental services for all apps.  The media layer provides multimedia 

functions such as graphics, audio and video.  The cocoa touch layer is the top layer and 

provides multitasking and gesture recognition services.  The cocoa touch layer is written 

in the Objective-C language, which means that iOS apps also need to be developed in 

the Objective-C language.  Apple also provide an iOS SDK to developers.  Similar to the 

Android SDK, the iOS SDK also provides all of the development tools necessary to create 

iOS apps.  The iOS SDK is also freely available for download.  Apple however limit the 

SDK to only run on OSX, Apple’s Macintosh PC’s operating system.  This means that 

those running Windows or Linux are excluded from running the iOS SDK.  There are 

some workarounds for users running Windows or Linux to develop for iOS or 

alternatively they can use virtualisation software to run a version of OSX.  Apple, like 

Android, also charge a fee to become part of the iPhone Developer Program.  The fee 

currently stands at $99 per year.  Without paying the fee, developers can use the SDK 

but they cannot submit any apps to the app store.  Also, unlike Android devices, Apple 

devices do not have the option to allow the installation of non app store apps. 

 Developers can apply to Apple to allow the transfer of apps to specific devices purely for 

testing purposes but the general distribution of non app store apps in not possible. 

Mobile Device Considerations 

 

Most application development up to the introduction of the first iPhone in 2007 had not 

taken place in the domain of mobile devices.  The primary market for applications were 

desktop and laptop PCs.  Some basic considerations had to take place before this 

knowledge could be successfully transferred over to development for mobile devices.  In 
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reality, although the technology on mobile devices has improved exponentially in recent 

years, there are some very important limitations requiring detailed consideration before 

proceeding to develop apps for mobile devices.   

 

The primary limitation is that one cannot guarantee that the device will always have an 

available connection to the internet or that the connection may be considerably slower 

than anticipated.  In the vast majority of instances a mobile internet connection is slower 

than a fixed line connection.  A connection in a rural location may revert to EDGE or 

even GPRS, which may only provide download speeds of 20 kb/s.  This would differ 

drastically from the 3G and 4G connections available in built up areas.  The non mobile 

developer would rarely have needed to consider the amount of data that was required 

(within reason), as modern fixed line connections provide a high enough bandwidth. This 

means that a developer would now have to carefully consider the amount of data they 

are transferring to the mobile device, and that depending on where the user is, the 

connection maybe much slower than expected.  In many cases users also have limited 

data capacity on their mobile device contract with their service provider and going over 

this data cap can result in quite high charges.  This means developers must be conscious 

of the amount of data being transferred.   On top of this, the developer would also have 

to consider the loss of connectivity.  Mobile networks frequently drop signal, be it the 

weather, a building in the way, a tunnel or a deep valley, connections can be lost.  The 

developer will have to make considerations for both the loss of connectivity and 

potentially slower than anticipated connections. 

 

Another vitally important limitation on any mobile device is battery usage.  As mobile 

devices are inherently mobile, batteries are required to power the device.  In order to 

maintain usability of mobile devices important size and weight considerations mean that 

the size of the battery on any given device is extremely limited.  Given that most mobile 

devices incorporate large touchscreens and power hungry processors the battery 

consumption become a very important factor as the devices must provide a basic level of 

functioning  time.  This means that developers must consider processing time when 

writing apps as a processor heavy function could deplete the battery in an unreasonable 

amount of time, rendering the device useless.   

 

Another limiting factor on mobile devices for development consideration is the limited 

screen size.  Whereas on PC computers most screens had been getting bigger up to that 

point, now developers were presented with a situation where screen space was severely 

restricted.  Compounding the screen space restriction was the touch interface of the 
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mobile devices which required touchable icons and buttons to be large enough to be 

selected, without causing the user input problems. 

 

Finally, the developer is also presented with new user interfaces on the device.  

Touchscreen technology had been not widely used prior to modern smartphones.  Some 

of the early smartphones used a stylus but a keypad had generally been the primary 

input method.  PC developers had a background in keyboard and mouse interactions but 

now would have to accommodate this new input technology.  Although more intuitive for 

users, touchscreens provided for no right click or hover functionality which a mouse 

previously would have offered.  Developers had to become more creative with the 

methods in which to present these tools and options to the mobile device user. 

Conclusions 

 

This section introduced the importance of the rapidly expanding mobile device market. 

 This expansion is driving demand for apps to run on mobile devices.  Native platform 

specific apps are currently the dominant force in the app market.  The mobile platform 

market is however divided between two main mobile platforms, Apple’s iOS and Google’s 

Android.  Native apps are platform specific, therefore web apps are presented as a 

possible solution to this divide. 

 

Developers are also faced with a number of considerations when developing for mobile 

devices such as connectivity, battery power, screen size and user input which may 

impact their choice of app. 

   

The next section will look in more detail at the two app paradigms to see where their 

strengths and weaknesses lie.   
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Analysis of Apps 

 

In 2007, Apple’s about turn regarding web apps drastically changed the direction of 

mobile apps. (Ritchie, 2010)  The market changed from a situation where web apps were 

the only option available to native apps proceeding to become the dominant force in 

mobile apps right up to today.  The backlash from developers in 2007 regarding web 

apps being the only option available implies that the development community did not 

think that web apps were a feasible alternative to native apps.  Up until their u-turn, 

Apple contended that web apps had a number of advantages and were a perfectly 

acceptable method of producing apps.  Today, we are seeing a possible re-emergence of 

web apps as an alternative to native apps.  In this section, in order to analyse the 

question of the viability of web apps, we will consider and contrast the advantages and 

disadvantages of the two app paradigms within the confines of technical, distribution and 

engineering considerations. 

Technical Considerations 

Performance 

 

“Performance: The Hobgoblin of Software Development” 

Charland and LeRoux (2011) 

 

“0.1 second is about the limit for having the user feel that the system is reacting 

instantaneously, meaning that no special feedback is necessary except to display the 

result.” 

Nielsen (1993) 

 

Vision Mobile’s survey of 6,000 developers in 2013 (Vision Mobile, 2013) states that 45% 

of the respondents cited performance as the biggest impediment to mobile developers 

using web apps.  Zakas (2013) defines latency as “the delay experienced between 

request and response”.  As highlighted by Nielsen, a delay of longer than 0.1 of a second 

will be noticeable to the user.  Latency on mobile devices can arise in two different 

instances.  Latency can be caused by network latency and execution time.   

 

The defining factor influencing the network latency of mobile devices is the bandwidth 

available to the device.  Although all connections suffer some latency, mobile 

connections suffer more than wired connections as they have more barriers influencing 

the connection.  Zakas (2013) points to a test where the presence of a running 

microwave oven severely impacted latency on a network.  We have also raised other 
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network considerations in the previous chapter regarding environmental situations such 

as rural locations and tunnels as circumstances which can impact networks.  Countering 

this argument would point to the fact that mobile connectivity has advanced a huge 

amount since the inception of the first iPhone, which only connected to 2G GPRS and 

EDGE networks.  These second generation mobile networks are quite slow in comparison 

to the networks being introduced today.  2G networks supported speeds up to 250 kbit/s 

in theory but practically delivered speeds closer to 150 kbit/s.  Today we are seeing the 

introduction of 4G networks which are capable of speeds up to 25 Mbit/s.  This means 

that users should suffer less from network latency as the networks are faster than ever. 

 

Both native and web apps on mobile devices can be impacted by the network latency.  

Both types of apps can need to access information from a remote server.  Web apps can 

suffer more from network latency in certain circumstances.  Web apps could be 

developed in such a way as that no content of the app is stored locally on the device.  

This would result in the need for a permanent connection in order to access the app at 

all.  This situation could be compounded by the web app requiring a large amount of 

assets to be downloaded each time it is accessed. 

 

The second aspect of latency in an app is execution time.  Execution time can impact the 

time it takes an app to respond to a user command.  Charland and LeRoux (2011) 

describe execution time “as a key facet of performance”.  Execution time also has 

consequences for mobile devices as it makes demands of the device processing power 

and battery life.  As discussed in the previous section, both processing power and 

battery life are quite restricted on mobile devices, especially compared to the desktop 

computer.  Increased execution time means that the limited processing power of the 

device is in use for more time, which in turn uses more of the battery power.  The ideal 

therefore, is to reduce execution time to a minimum in order to extend battery life.       

 

A marked issue for web apps in the area of execution time is, as Crawford (2013) states, 

“the fact that JavaScript is slower than native code”.  Crawford tries to quantify the 

differing performance of web and native apps and concludes that native code runs 

approximately five times faster than JavaScript.  Juntunen et al. (2013) and Corral et al. 

(2012) back up this assertion. Corral et al. performed a detailed study to investigate the 

differing performance between web and native apps.  They conclude that “in 7 out of 8 

routines, web-based implementation was slower than the native one”.  

 

JavaScript suffers from a performance perspective in comparison to native code as 

JavaScript is an interpreted programming language.  JavaScript needs to be both 
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interpreted and then executed at runtime.  This means that JavaScript runs slower than 

native code as it takes more processing to both interpret and execute.  Juntunen et al. 

(2013) states that “the browser itself adds another layer of complexity between the 

application and the hardware”.  This extra level of abstraction also impacts the execution 

time of the JavaScript.  Native apps, as we discussed in the previous section, run the 

same programming language as the platform they are residing in, Objective C for iOS 

and Java for Android, and hence do not suffer any of these interpretation delays.   

 

Zakas (2013) reveals one solution is to “avoid using JavaScript” as much as possible and 

to only “use JavaScript as is absolutely necessary to accomplish the goal at hand”.  For 

rich and interactive web apps this option is not always viable.  In order to improve 

JavaScript, the browser developers are constantly upgrading the JavaScript engines in 

their browsers to improve the performance of the language. (Heath, 2014)(Mathews, 

2013)  Researchers such as Lee et al. (2010) and Swiech and Dinda (2013) are also 

looking at methods to make JavaScript more efficient and less power hungry by reducing 

the lines of code and throttling JavaScript interpretation speeds.  

Access to Hardware & Device Features 

 

“If you can’t think of a way to improve your web app using Android SDK 

features…..you’re doing it wrong.” 

Reito Meier, (Meier and Mahemoff, 2011) 

 

Meier, an Android developer at Google, is of the view that native apps are more powerful 

than web apps.  Going beyond the performance differences raised in the previous 

section, he cites access to the hardware of the device as a major advantage of 

developing native apps over web apps.  This view is backed up by Lionbridge (2012).  

Meier also cites the velocity at which new hardware is becoming available on mobile 

devices.  Multi-touch, accelerometers, GPS and compass, cameras both rear and front 

facing, Bluetooth, gyroscopes & NFC are all features of mobile devices that have come 

into being in a very short space of time.  With native development one can take 

advantage of these innovations immediately using the native development APIs.  Meier 

highlights this as a major advantage of native apps, allowing native app developers to 

become market leaders by being the first to incorporate these new hardware features 

into innovation functionality in native apps.   

 

This ability to immediately use new hardware features in native apps can be contrasted 

with the HTML standards process which web apps are bound by.  With this process new 

functionality gets implemented into HTML standards first, followed by the browsers 
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implementing these standards before the functionality becomes available to web apps.  

This seems a reasonable argument as we are seeing new HTML5 standards being 

implemented for geolocation, multitouch, device orientation and camera and microphone 

interactions.  These standards are only in the process of being implemented now and not 

all are supported by all browsers to date, so the standards process is delaying innovation 

in the web app environment compared to the native environment.   

 

Beyond the advantage native apps have regarding the faster access to new hardware 

features, they also offer greater tie in with the other software and other native apps 

available on the device.  Native apps have the ability to run in the background, listen for 

events and react to them, run concurrently with other apps and have the ability to call 

other apps as necessary.   

 

Examples of this would be a music player app, Spotify for instance. (Spotify, 2010)  The 

Spotify native app can be minimized and run in the background while it continues to play 

music from the playlist selected.  The user can proceed to interact with any other app, or 

turn off the screen of the device and the Spotify native app will continue in the 

background.  Grooveshark offer a similar streaming music service to Spotify with a 

HTML5 based browser app.  Grooveshark currently have an issue (Grooveshark, 2014) 

with their web app as when it is running in the background it finishes playing the current 

track but does not proceed to play the next track on the playlist.  Native apps have the 

ability to force the OS to keep the app running in the background whereas web apps do 

not have this capability.  Another example of native apps interacting with other apps is 

the instant messaging service WhatsApp. (WhatsApp, 2014)  This native app can access 

the contacts list on the phone and uses this list to identify other WhatsApp users which 

appear on the list.   

 

Web apps by comparison have very little access or interaction with any apps, other than 

the browser, on the device.  Most browsers offer web apps some basic interactions such 

as calling the dialler, email and sms apps.  Browsers will also respond to URLs for sites 

such as YouTube, Google Maps and app stores by opening the appropriate native app. 

(Apple, 2014) 

 

Meier (Meier and Mahemoff, 2011) and Dalmasso et al. (2013) also refer to offline 

functionality as a limiting factor of web apps.  Meier refers to a situation where his native 

email client allows him to check and reply to his mails while on The Underground and 

offline and when the connection is restored, the native app has the ability to synch with 

the mail server and send the mails he had written while offline.  Offline support, 
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however, is now something that is supported by HTML.  Recent HTML5 updates include 

functionality to allow local client side storage, including database storage, application 

cache which allows web apps to function offline.  Online & offline events allow the 

browser to check if the device is online or offline.  This caching and offline functionality 

also aids performance of the app as it reduces the need for the app to be permanently 

online and the need to download all of the app assets each time the app loads.  These 

issues were raised in respect of the network latency problems addressed earlier. 

Fragmentation 

 

Native app development is made more difficult due to the fragmentation of platforms.  

We have seen the overall market divide between the differing iOS and Android platforms.  

Joorabchi et al. (2013) makes specific reference to the inability of developers within their 

survey to reuse and or port code across platforms.  Even where the language is the 

same, the different platforms just don’t work the same way.  The overarching belief from 

the survey is that it is best to write native apps for differing platforms from scratch. 

 

Joorabchi et al. (2013), also highlight an increasing fragmentation within platforms.  This 

most notably occurs on the Android platform where there is a high degree of variance 

between the different devices available on the platform.  Within the Android platform 

there are numerous competing manufacturers such as Samsung, HTC, LG, Sony and 

Asus to name but a few.  Each of these manufacturers release devices with many 

differing properties, from memory to CPU speed, to screen size and resolution.  iOS does 

not suffer as significantly as there are far fewer devices and all devices on the iOS 

platform are produced by Apple themselves.  A greater fragmentation of the version of 

Android running on each device is also becoming more of a problem as low end and 

older devices can only support older versions of Android, limiting access to newer 

features.  At the time of writing, Google seemingly intent on solving the issue of Android 

fragmentation may force all new devices to support the most recent version of Android 

based on a leaked Google memo. (Smith, 2014)  

 

This fragmentation has an impact on both native and web apps.  Native apps are 

impacted as developers must now consider many differing screen sizes.  The native 

platforms do automatically scales and resizes apps for the different screens but 

developers realistically need to optimize their app code as automatic scaling can lead to 

a bad UI experience.  Respondents to Joorabchi et al. (2013) also cite the deprecation or 

removal of certain functionality between versions of the platform as a major issue.  This 

is driving developers to a situation where, not only is their code base fragmented 

between two platforms but it is also fragmented within one of those platforms as well. 
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This fragmentation also has an impact on the web app.  From Charland and LeRoux 

(2011) to Meier and Mahemoff (2011) to Lionbridge (2012), a common thread cites 

cross platform compatibility as a major advantage of web over native apps.  As 

Mahemoff states, “One could not imagine a mobile device without a browser”.  All mobile 

platforms currently provide a browser app as part of the platform.  An important 

consideration of the browser is the level of HTML supported.   

 

Mesbah and Prasad (2011) underscore a very basic issue with browsers, cross browser 

compatibility.  This difference arises from the differing Rendering Engines which each 

browser uses to read web pages and render them on screen for the user.  Mesbah and 

Prasad (2011) use a worst case example where important functionality in the form of 

widget options are displayed to the user in version 8 of Internet Explorer but the same 

page displayed in Firefox version 3.5 fails to include the widget options thereby 

excluding these users for important functionality that the page provides.  Other 

differences between browsers, such as visual differences, are less impacting on user 

functionality but can alter how the page appears to the user.  These include how the 

different engines render fonts, certain widths, padding and margins.  

 

The W3C was introduced to control the standards of HTML.  The HTML standards created 

by the W3C are implemented as recommendations.  Recommendations however by their 

nature are suggestions or proposals as to how best to implement HTML.  Although the 

W3C works with all the major browser developers to develop the new standards, the 

browser developers can have differing timelines and implementation periods for 

incorporating these new functions into the browsers.   

 

These cross browser compatibility issues are becoming more pronounced with the 

introduction of HTML5.  HTML5 is still not at a final recommendation stage as of today. 

 The W3C intend to have a final recommendation by the end of 2014.  This means that 

the standards of HTML5 have not been fully finalised.  They will not be finalised until 

“two 100% complete and fully interoperable implementations exist”.  The browser 

developers are at very different levels of implementation of HTML5, with desktop and 

mobile versions of the browsers also differing.  HTML5test (2014), provides up to date 

statistics on how much of the HTML5 standard different browsers have implemented to 

date.  They test browsers out of a score of 555 points and grade different features on its 

importance to web developers and how difficult they feel it is to implement these 

features.  They state that they use the grading system so that a browser that includes a 

large number of easy to implement features does not rank higher than a browser that 
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has included much more important and harder to implement features.  They 

acknowledge that the grading system is a personal preference highlighting the lack of a 

truly objective alternative.  The results of this test on mobile browsers show a wide 

variation in scores, with no browser achieving more than 500 points in the results.  The 

highest rank mobile browser is the Blackberry browser with a score of 491.  The lowest 

ranked mobile browser is the Windows phone browser with a score of 332. 

 

This test does show that the implementation of HTML5 across mobile browsers is at very 

different stages.  This means that the portability of a web app declines with the use of 

HTML5 features, as a developer cannot be sure if the functionality included in the app 

will be available to all users of the app.  Another important consideration is that users 

may not always have the most up to date version of their browser.  This means that a 

browser may have implemented some new features of HTML5 but the user has yet to 

update or notably may not be able to update to the latest version of the browser.  This is 

where the fragmentation of the platform impact on web apps.  A situation is arising 

whereby older and low-end devices are outdated and unable to update to the most 

recent version of the browser resulting in the inability use certain functionality on web 

apps.  

 

HTML and web, however have a long history of dealing with different screen sizes and 

resolutions.  Web developers also have a history of dealing with the differing browsers 

and how they have implemented the HTML standards at different times.  Advocates of 

HTML5, such as Mahemoff (Meier and Mahemoff, 2011), argue that HTML’s flexibility 

allows for graceful degradation, whereby these differences between the newer browser 

versions and the older ones can be overcome by the browsers falling back and ignoring 

those functions it does not understand without crashing completely or presenting the 

user with an error message.  The problem with graceful degradation being that support 

for older browsers is not a top priority in web development today, with the starting point 

to many designs concentrating on the most up to date features of the browser.    

 

Alternatively the developer could opt for a progressive enhancement approach as 

advocated for by Wells and Draganova (2007) and Desruelle et al. (2011).  With 

progressive enhancement, the opposite approach to graceful degradation is used, 

whereby the least capable devices are the first devices taken into account.  The 

document is divided into layers; context, presentation and behaviour.  The context layer 

provides the most basic markup possible in order to be useable to the most basic of 

browsers.  The presentation and behaviour layers then enhance the page using 

technologies such as CSS or JavaScript.  These enhancements are externally linked and 
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therefore do not get downloaded to the device unless they are useable to the browser.  

Progressive enhancement recognised a situation brought about by the introduction of 

mobile browsers, whereby devices were no longer getting faster and more powerful as 

they were in the desktop environment.  Devices were now restricted in terms of speed 

and bandwidth with low functionality browsers.    

 

The fragmentation of the market impacts on both web and native apps.  It forces 

developers to work harder to optimise apps for differing devices.  Web apps are not 

impacted by cross platform fragmentation as they are supported by all platforms but 

they do need a certain level of optimisation in order to make up for differing browser 

support.  Native apps suffer considerably from both platform fragmentation as 

developers need to support both the Android and iOS platforms.  Within the platforms, 

especially in Android, native apps also require anything from optimisation up to a 

different code base in order to overcome the fragmentation.         

Distribution Considerations 

 

“Application stores have played a crucial role in the proliferation of applications for 

smartphones and other mobile devices.” 

Juntunen et al. (2013) 

 

One of the most important aspects of Apple’s decision to open the iPhone to native app 

development was the creation of the App Store.  The App Store proved a massive 

success growing rapidly from 500 apps at launch, with 10 million downloads in the first 

weekend, to over one million apps available today.  Google followed Apple’s lead 

introducing their own app store, Android Market, which has since been renamed Google 

Play.  Juntunen et al. (2013) describes the app stores as “the primary way in which 

users on these platforms find, download, and update their applications”.   

 

Discoverability is one of the major benefits of the app stores.  It provides an easy 

mechanism for users to browse and search for apps.  App developers are presented with 

a very easy method of distributing and marketing their apps.  Developers are also 

benefitting as Apple and Google are handling all the fees and charges that the 

developers may wish to bill the user for using their app.  Apple were perfectly primed for 

this billing procedure as many Apple users already had an iTunes account setup which 

included billing information.  This billing can be up front, paying to install the app, or in 

app purchases, or both.  Commission is charged by both Apple and Google at a rate of 

30%.  We have already seen that both also charge developer registration fees in order to 

reduce spamming and increase app quality.  As previously mentioned, the only method 
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of distributing apps for Apple’s iOS platform is through the App Store.  Android on the 

other hand, does allow non app store apps to be installed if the user so wishes.  There 

are other Android app stores besides the Google Play Store, the Amazon Appstore which 

targets Amazon’s Kindle line of tablet is a notable alternative.  Other options include 

GetJar and Slide ME.   

 

The discoverability previously mentioned as a benefit of the app stores is now coming 

into question.  Haselmayr (2013) and Kingsley-Hughes (2012) both raise concerns 

regarding the actual discoverability the app stores are offering.  Both Apple’s App Store 

and Google Play each have over one million apps available for download.  Haselmayr 

points to a ineffective search mechanism, general categories and a questionable ratings 

mechanism which lead to many apps never getting discovered.  Tyson (2012) highlights 

a report which states that 60% of App Store apps never get a downloaded a significant 

number of times.  Without a considerable marketing campaign or somehow managing to 

get into the top of the charts lists on the app stores, many apps simply never get 

noticed.     

  

Web apps, by contrast, have no equivalent one-stop-shop for discovering and installing 

apps.  Web apps, which are built in HTML, are inherently searchable.  As long as this 

HTML is available on a URL, the search engines will find it and index it.  A search engine 

listing nonetheless does not compare with a dedicated location to search for web apps.  

This puts web apps at a disadvantage to native apps in terms of discoverability.  Web 

app developers also do not have the luxury of being able to automatically tie in with a 

payments processing system like the native apps.  In order for developers to charge for 

their web apps, they would need to implement a payment system in app, which is not 

user friendly and certainly not as seamless as the native app procedure for payments.   

 

Web Apps do however avoid certain rules and regulations set down, by Apple in 

particular, regarding distribution of apps in the app stores.  The most obvious is the 

previously mentioned commission rates of 30% on all revenue which the app stores 

charge.  Certain organisations such as Amazon (Vaughn, 2011) and The Financial Times 

(Roberts, 2013) have turned to the web app as a method of avoiding this commission. 

 Both companies specifically highlighted the 30% commission rate as the primary reason 

for this change of direction.  Amazon were under pressure from Apple to pay the 30% 

commission on all e-books sold through their app so they moved this portion of their 

business off the Apple platform.   
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Another important consideration with the app stores are app approval procedures which 

the app store owner impose.  Obviously a web app is controlled by the developers 

themselves so no rules govern what functionality they decide to provide.  Google have a 

relatively lax app approval system which essentially accepts any app without prior 

approval and will investigate reported breaches of policy, and remove the offending app. 

(Mahoney, 2008)  Apple take a more proactive approach to the approval process by pre 

approving all apps before they are published to the app store. (Duryee, 2012)  This pre 

approval procedure has proved controversial as it can take anything up to a number of 

weeks to get an app through the vetting process. 

 

Apple, in particular, are notoriously controlling in deciding which apps they want to 

approve for their App Store.  Previously their approval process included a non-disclosure 

agreement whereby the reasons that an app may have failed the approval process could 

not be distributed or published for other developers to see. (Chen, 2008)  This meant 

that the very important development tool of information sharing was lost to the 

community.  Apple have since dropped this policy due to the burden it was placing on 

development.  Apple, however, do continue impose quite rigorous tests before approving 

an app for publication. 

 

Both Apple and Google could also be accused of censorship within their app stores when 

it comes to certain apps.  Google have frequently removed ad blocking apps from the 

Google Play Store. (Wauters, 2013)  These apps would obviously have impacted Google’s 

primary revenue source.  Apple similarly have blocked apps which compete with the 

Apple’s own apps such as email apps, SMS apps and Music player apps.  Apple cite 

duplication of existing app with no added functionality for rejecting such apps.  Apple 

also frequently refuse to publish apps which they declare to be either offensive or 

obscene. (Price, 2013)   

 

There does not appear to be any set list of explicit rules governing Apple’s approval 

process.  Rice (2012) lists some tips for improving chances of getting approved such as, 

following Apple’s HCI guidelines, robust testing and a unique icon design.  Other 

instances, such as Wang et al. (2013), prove that the approval process may not be as 

robust as some suggest.  Wang et al. successful submitted an app to the App Store 

which contained malware.   Nevertheless, there seems to be no guarantees of approval, 

with the only way to be sure being to submit the app and wait for a response. 

 

Lionbridge (2012) uses the term “front of mind penetration” in relation to an advantage 

of native apps.  After installing a native app from the app store, an icon is placed on the 
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app list on the device.  This icon serves as a visible reminder to the user that the app is 

available for use.  The app store alerting users to the availability of updates for the app 

also acts as a visible reminder to the user about the app which they have installed.  

While web apps do not provide alerts regarding updates, these updates are picked up 

automatically the first time the user loads the app after the update on the server has 

occured.  Web apps now do have the ability to be presented as an icon on the app list on 

the device.  Sin et al. (2012) provide a detailed description of how a web app can be 

produced to have an icon and splash screen similar to those of native apps, along with a 

method of producing the app in fullscreen mode without any of the browser address or 

toolbars being visible.  These features give the web app a much more native feel as it 

appears on the app list the same as any native app and loads in full screen mode like 

any native app.  Obviously considerations need to be made to ensure no loss of 

functionality in fullscreen mode but these can be handled in the design of the app.  Both 

Safari and Chrome beta currently provide this functionality to web apps.  

Engineering Considerations 

Programming Language and Development Tools 

 

Whereas all web apps are developed using a combination of HTML, CSS and JavaScript, 

the most fundamental issue for native app development is the differing programming 

languages necessary to develop apps for the different platforms.  The two main 

languages required, Java and Objective C are different, although they have some 

similarities in terms of object models and syntax.  Goadrich and Rogers (2011), state 

that more computer science students are familiar with the Java language in combination 

with the Software Development Kit (SDK) Eclipse than are familiar with Objective C and 

the iOS SDK, XCode.  This results in a “modest upfront cost” to choose iOS development. 

  

Where the platforms and languages differ, the Software Development Kits (SDKs) also 

differ between the native platforms.  For iOS development the standard Integrated 

Development Environment (IDE) is XCode which incorporates the  iOS SDK and iOS 

Simulator.  There are other options for iOS app development such as Appcode.  Goadrich 

and Rogers (2011) point to an important consideration with regards to the XCode IDE for 

iOS development.  They say, “hardware may be one of the most irksome impediments to 

iOS development”.  iOS development requires the Mac OSX operating system as XCode 

will only run on this platform.  Mac OSX is only licensed to run on Apple Macintosh PCs.  

Therefore a prerequisite for iOS development in most cases is the purchase of Apple 

Macintosh hardware.  
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For Android development the standard bundle contains the Eclipse IDE along with the 

Android SDK.  There are many alternative Java IDEs available to use instead of Eclipse.  

The Android SDK, in contrast to iOS, supports all three of the major desktop operating 

systems, OSX, Windows and Linux.  This means that whichever of the three operating 

systems the developer is currently working on, they can proceed to develop Android 

apps without the need to buy specific hardware in order to run the SDK.  

 

Each SDK is quite a complex and heavyweight tool for development.  As they each have 

their own features, interfaces and require knowledge of differing API’s, there is a 

significant learning curve involved in the use of these SDKs.    

 

The differences between the languages and which language is considered better or worse 

than the other does not concern this discussion.  Nor does the differences between the 

SDKs.  Each have their own advocates who will argue the benefits of one language and 

SDK over the other.  Farina (2011) and Green (2009) are two such examples.  The 

primary objective here is to point to the fact that native developers will need to be 

knowledgeable in both languages and both SDKs in order to be able to develop native 

apps for the two major platforms.  Developers for iOS will also have to consider the 

potential cost of any hardware necessary to run the XCode IDE.    

Testing 

 

Testing is obviously a major part of the app development process.  Joorabchi et al. 

(2013) talks about the different aspects of the native app testing procedure produced by 

their survey.  This highlights the prevalence of manual testing over automated testing, 

the separation of platform testing and the problems of GUI (Graphical User Interface) 

testing.  Although automated testing of web apps is quite prevalent in the desktop 

environment, the automation of mobile web apps, like the automation of native apps, is 

an emerging market.  Quinn (2013) indicates that the market for automated app testing 

software is growing rapidly but underscores the need for research into the options before 

committing to any one tool.   Huggins (2012) states that, “there is no consensus on the 

right tool for testing anything on mobile”, and that while the market is maturing most 

app developers have remained performing manual tests until this consensus on 

automation is reached.    

 

A major stumbling block for testing are the emulators and simulators available to test 

apps.  The Emulator is the tool used in Android development to test and debug apps, the 

Simulator is the equivalent tool in iOS.  Both tools allow developers to test their how 

their apps function on a range of different devices and hardware.  Joorabchi et al. (2013) 
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specifically highlight the inability to mimic real world situations regarding items such as 

network latency, sensor readings, Bluetooth and GPS from within the Emulator and 

Simulator, thus not allowing the developer to test specific test cases that are very 

important to some apps.   

 

Performance of these tools is also noted as a key factor that continuously gets 

mentioned by survey participants of Joorabchi et al. (2013).  Farina (2011), also points 

to flaws in both the Emulator and Simulator.  The Simulator is so called, as it simulates 

the iOS app running on the iOS platform.  While it appears to run as a mobile app, it is in 

fact running as a desktop application and simulating the iOS environment.  This means 

that the app does not exactly replicate the iOS environment so errors may occur when 

the app is eventually moved to the device.   

 

The Android emulator by comparison runs a full version of the Android OS in a virtual 

machine on the desktop.  This sounds ideal in theory as the issues raised by the Apple’s 

Simulator would not occur in this instance.  The major trade off is the performance of 

the Emulator.  Both Joorabchi et al. (2013) and Farina (2011) directly highlight this 

issue.  Farina (2011) states that it takes the Emulator two minutes to boot up and over 

thirty seconds to reload after each edit.  He contrasts this with the approximate reload 

time of five seconds on Apple’s simulator.  The best alternative to the Android Emulator 

is to use an actual Android device for testing.  

 

Goadrich and Rogers (2011) also envision a situation whereby in order to perform 

realistic usability tests of the apps, actual mobile devices are needed, as opposed to 

testing the app on a desktop machine using an emulator or simulator.  This also 

overcomes the difficulties mentioned previously such as network speeds and GPS 

functionality.  Testing on devices also overcomes any difficulties arising from flaws in the 

Emulator and Simulator.  The main issue that arises here is the number of devices 

required.  We discussed platform fragmentation earlier, which means testers need at 

least a tablet and smartphone on both the Android and iOS platforms.  The issue of 

fragmentation within platforms also arose, thus testers need multiple Android devices 

with differing versions, screen sizes and resolutions.   

 

The difficulty related to testing applies across all apps, both native and web.  In order to 

successfully test any app, we need to either make use of the Emulator and Simulator or, 

in order to avoid their faults, test directly on the devices.  Neither scenario is ideal, as 

the test tools have flaws and to have sufficient devices available to test all mobile 

scenarios can prove very difficult.   
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User Experience  

    

Wasserman (2010) and Charland and LeRoux (2011) both underline the importance of 

the user experience with regards to apps.  Wasserman outlines that mobile platforms 

“include their own UI libraries and guidelines, so native applications for a device will 

share a common look and feel”.  Native apps are expected to adhere to standards set 

down by the platform owners to ensure that users have a standard experience and can 

utilise standard gestures on the platform.  Users are familiar with standard menu bar 

positions, go back options and swipe gestures and expect that these familiarities will 

persist between apps on the same platform.  Web apps on the other hand do not have 

the native interface libraries available to them.  As Charland and LeRoux (2011) point 

out, web apps must also contend with conflicting user familiarities such as the 

positioning of menus and tabs as users may expect them to be in certain locations based 

on the native standard.  A further conflict can appear where certain devices have 

physical buttons that other devices do not.  The most obvious example of this is the 

physical back button available on all Android devices that does not exist on an iOS 

devices.  Charland and LeRoux (2011) point to a number of frameworks for use with web 

apps which give a native look and feel to web apps but some features such as smooth 

transitions and bouncy scrolling are proving difficult to achieve.  

Conclusions 

This section has outlined the differing aspects of the mobile app paradigms.  We have 

looked at technical considerations such as performance, access to hardware and device 

features and fragmentation.  We have looked at the considerations regarding the 

distribution and install of apps, highlighting some of the benefits and drawbacks of the 

app stores.  We have also looked at some of the engineering considerations with regards 

to the development of apps such as the programming language and development tools, 

testing and user experience.  

 

Both native and web apps have different advantages and disadvantages, each lending 

themselves to different circumstances.  The next section will discuss these differing 

circumstances this in terms of web apps potential to being a viable alternative to native 

apps.     

Results of Analysis 

 

We apps have been presented with many favourable attributes, which may appeal to 

certain segments of the mobile app market.  Web apps have also been presented with 

some drawbacks which may be a cause for concern within other segments of the mobile 
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app market.  We have currently seeing a lot of discussion regarding the viability of web 

apps, particularly where major companies are concerned.  We have seen both Facebook 

(Constine, 2012) and LinkedIn (O'Dell, 2013) move from web based apps back to native 

apps.  On the other hand we have seen The Financial Times (Roberts, 2013) and 

Amazon (Vaughn, 2011) leave the native app platform in favour of web apps. This 

section of the paper will outline, based on the analysis of the previous section, where 

web apps may be appropriate for use on mobile devices and other instances where web 

apps may not be appropriate.  There is no clear cut answer, an outright statement 

declaring that web apps are or are not feasible is not possible as differing app 

requirements can change the answer.   

Viable Web Apps 

 

Web apps have come to us from the World Wide Web, which has proved an open and 

accessible medium.  Web apps are also built using the same technologies as websites, 

HTML, CSS and JavaScript.  This is probably the key benefit of web apps.  Web apps 

provide developers with a method of producing mobile apps without the need to learn 

new languages and frameworks.  If one is not familiar with the native development 

languages, development tools and APIs there is a significant learning curve to become 

proficient.  Compounding this learning curve is the fact that in order to get the majority 

of the market a developer needs to be proficient in two native platforms.  Therefore we 

can say that if a developer or a company is considering mobile app development, and 

they currently have no experience in native development, web apps should at least be a 

consideration.  The costs in this situation of either hiring outside developers or training in 

house developers is a massive consideration for anyone considering native apps.  This 

forces a situation where web apps maybe a viable alternative to native, purely based on 

the cost of development.    

 

Costs need to be controlled by the app will also need to function as required.  If a web 

app is to be a viable alternative it must provide all the functionality that the users may 

require.  Significant drawbacks of web apps, as previously encountered, are 

performance, access to hardware features and distribution.  The viability of a web app 

declines the greater the need for each of these aspects of the app.  We have seen The 

Financial Times and Amazon move their mobile apps from native to web.  Roberts 

(2013), interviews FT.com’s Managing Director who states that the discoverability of the 

app store is not a major concern for well established brands.  The Financial Times and 

Amazon are very well recognised brands, with loyal users.  Brands such as these are not 

impacted by the discoverability of the app store. Apps such as these do not suffer from 
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performance issues as they are not processor intensive and also do not need access to 

specific hardware features of the device, making them quite suitable for web apps.  One 

difficulty highlighted is the payments procedure, as web apps do not have a convenient 

payment processing system that native apps provide.  Roberts (2013) alludes to this 

question to The Financial Times who acknowledge the issue but point to options such as 

PayPal as alternatives.  Amazon do not have this problem as they already have a 

payment procedure in place for anyone registered with an Amazon account.  

 

If an app does not need high performance, does not need discoverability and does not 

need access to device hardware features, then it is a good candidate for being produced 

as a web app.  Clearly the discoverability issue is contingent on the a number of issues 

such as the user following and brand loyalty.  This is not a concern for big companies but 

may be the deciding factor with smaller market players.  If the app is free, then the 

payment system does not factor but if it does there are options available such as PayPal.  

If the web app procedure is functioning successfully for The Financial Times, then there 

is no reason why it would not function for other newspaper apps.  Newspapers would not 

suffer from discoverability issues as their sites are frequently accessed and apps would 

not need high performance or access to device hardware.  Another possible candidate 

would be an app such as eBay.  eBay would not suffer from the lack of discoverability, 

and does not need a high performance app with access to hardware features.  eBay 

accounts are also already tied in with PayPal accounts so the payments procedure would 

not be an issue.     

 

If the discoverability issue were to be solved, it appears that web apps may become 

available to more than just the big companies with brand loyalty.  One solution would be 

for the current app stores to accept web apps.  This may counter any of the benefits web 

apps currently have, like being outside the control of the app stores.  It appears there 

may be a market for an enterprising individual to create a purely web app based store.  

   

Augmented Web Apps 

 

There are methods to mitigate against some of the gaps in the web app environment. 

 Consider an app that is a perfect candidate as a web app, but it needs to access one 

hardware feature which is not available from the browser.  Or, it meets all the 

requirements technically, but needs the discoverability or payment system of an app 

store.   
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Hybrid app frameworks can provide solutions to these issues.  These frameworks provide 

an additional abstraction layer around a web app which allow for access to some device 

features.  The framework also packages the app in a native container, allowing for the 

app to be distributed on the native app stores.  This could solve the problems mentioned 

above where web apps provide the majority of the solution but fall short on one or two 

features which are unavailable.     

 

The obvious disadvantage is that in order to use the frameworks, additional knowledge 

of the API’s within the framework is required .  The major advantage of web apps is the 

pre existing knowledge of the technologies involved.  The introduction of new 

frameworks can negate this benefit.  Whether the benefits gained of using a hybrid app 

outweigh the costs associated with the extra work involved in development will depend 

on each individual apps circumstances.      

 

Heikötter et al. (2013) and Ronkainen et al. (2013) provide detailed analysis of the 

different Hybrid app frameworks available.  In the context of our discussion it is 

important to recognise that the Hybrid option provides methods of negating some of the 

drawbacks of pure web app development. 

Native Apps 

 

The primary downfall of web apps in comparison to native apps appears to be the 

performance issues.  JavaScript simply cannot compete with the native code in terms of 

processing speed and ability.  This means that there are times where web apps are just 

not an option.  The use of Hybrid frameworks does not improve performance either so 

where Hybrid provided solutions in other instances, it cannot make up for the gap in 

performance.     Examples of such high performance apps are graphics intensive games, 

animations, photo and video editing apps.  Games are a significant portion of the native 

app market, 33% of downloads and 66% of revenues.  Games apps need to be native as 

they need the performance and availability of the app stores makes them easier to 

monetise. 

 

The question of where the performance cut off is, is also a difficult question to answer.  

It will very much depend again on each individual situation, and what the developer may 

or may not deem an acceptable delay.  A stuttering game will not enhance the users 

experience whereas a seconds delay with an appropriate message may be deemed 

perfectly acceptable in other instances.   
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Other instances where native apps are the only option is where access to certain device 

hardware is neither available to the browser, nor available to the hybrid frameworks.  

Again, if this hardware is an essential part of the app, then native is the only solution.  

This may be highly relevant where the app developer is fighting to be first to market 

with a new innovative app.  Similarly, if having a consistent UI with the platform the app 

is sitting in is an essential requirement of the app, native seems to be the only option.  

Web UI frameworks have come close to native UI’s but subtle differences still remain. 

         

Conclusions 

 

This paper has examined the question if web apps are a feasible alternative to native 

apps in the mobile environment.  The current state of the mobile environment, with its 

rapidly expanding market driving demand for apps, has been highlighted as an important 

market.  The market for apps is currently dominated by native apps which run on two 

main platforms, Apple’s iOS and Google’s Android.  With a fragmented market and 

platform specific apps, web apps are presented as a potential solution to this divide.    

 

The paper has analysed both native and web apps.  Advantages and disadvantages of 

both paradigms have been presented.  Web apps show promise in the areas of 

programming languages and cross platform support.  Native apps prove better under 

performance and access to device hardware.  Arguments have been presented showing 

that distribution methods such as app stores can have positive and negative impacts, 

some apps needing them for discoverability while other abandon them due to restrictions 

and controls.  Both native and web apps have different advantages and disadvantages, 

each lending themselves to different circumstances.  

 

The paper contends that in certain circumstances web apps are a feasible alternative to 

native apps.  These circumstances include instances where developer knowledge of the 

complex native app development process is low and where high performance, 

discoverability and access to device hardware are not important to the developer.  Some 

of these tradeoffs may not be acceptable to certain developers.  Hybrid apps are 

presented as a solution to some of the failings of web apps, such as access to device 

hardware and discoverability on the app stores.  Hybrid apps bring with them a need for 

increased knowledge of the Hybrid frameworks.  Finally instances where web apps are 

not a feasible alternative are discussed.  Instances where high performance is key, such 

as graphics intensive games, and where device hardware access is essential are 

situations where web apps are not a feasible alternative to native apps.      
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